
EPISTASIS

Idiosyncratic and dose-dependent epistasis drives
variation in tomato fruit size
Lyndsey Aguirre1, Anat Hendelman2, Samuel F. Hutton3, David M. McCandlish2*, Zachary B. Lippman1,2,4*

Epistasis between genes is traditionally studied with mutations that eliminate protein activity, but
most natural genetic variation is in cis-regulatory DNA and influences gene expression and function
quantitatively. In this study, we used natural and engineered cis-regulatory alleles in a plant stem-cell
circuit to systematically evaluate epistatic relationships controlling tomato fruit size. Combining
a promoter allelic series with two other loci, we collected over 30,000 phenotypic data points from
46 genotypes to quantify how allele strength transforms epistasis. We revealed a saturating
dose-dependent relationship but also allele-specific idiosyncratic interactions, including between alleles
driving a step change in fruit size during domestication. Our approach and findings expose an
underexplored dimension of epistasis, in which cis-regulatory allelic diversity within gene regulatory
networks elicits nonlinear, unpredictable interactions that shape phenotypes.

E
pistasis analysis is an essential tool for dis-
covering functional relationships between
genes. At its simplest, an epistatic interac-
tion is determined by testing whether
the phenotypic effect from one gene mu-

tation modifies (e.g., suppresses or enhances)
the phenotypic effect of another (1, 2). Histor-
ically, epistasis studies have relied on muta-
tions with strong effects on protein function
and phenotype, typically obtained from natural
mutants or laboratorymutagenesis experiments
(1–4). Recently, high-throughput engineering
and the combination of gene deletions in yeast
have allowed for the characterization of global
interaction networks (5–10). Although these and
related studies, including those now leverag-
ing genome-editing technologies inmore com-
plex systems (11–15), can dissect epistasis at
scale, they do not address how cis-regulatory
mutations—which are pervasive in genomes
and responsible for the majority of functional
variation in organisms (16–19)—affect epistatic
relationships and the phenotypes they control.
Compared with protein-coding mutations,

cis-regulatory mutations more often produce
graduated effects on gene function that alter
expression level or timing (16, 20, 21). Across
species, natural variation in gene expression
is predominantly associated with regulatory
sequences of the differentially expressed genes
(16, 19, 22), and cis-regulatory variants are the
primary contributors to phenotypic diversity
(16, 18). However, despite the critical functional
role of these variants, few studies have explored
epistatic relationships in the context of cis-
regulatory variation (5, 10, 23), and none have
done so in depth. Because of limited allelic var-

iation at known interacting genes and inade-
quate quantitative phenotyping power in most
model systems, we lack an understanding of
how this widespread genetic variation affects
the form and magnitude of epistasis.
We addressed this knowledge gap by taking

advantage of the CLAVATA-WUSCHEL (CLV-
WUS) gene regulatory circuit in plants (24).
CLV-WUS controls stem-cell proliferation in
small groups of cells at shoot apices called
meristems, which enable the continuous de-
velopment of new tissues and organs during
postembryonic growth (24). Using tomato as a
model, we asked how previously documented
epistatic interactions in this circuit are affected
by replacing one critical gene,CLAVATA3 (CLV3),
with a wide range of stronger and weaker cis-
regulatory alleles.
CLV3 encodes a small signaling peptide that

restricts stem-cell proliferation and meristem
size by repressingWUS, a stem-cell–promoting
homeobox transcription factor gene (24). In
a negative feedback loop, WUS suppresses its
own expression by activating CLV3 to restrict
stem-cell proliferation andmaintainmeristem
size throughout development (24). Epistasis
between CLV3 and WUS was first established
by using mutants in the model Arabidopsis
thaliana (25), and our previous CRISPR-Cas9
mutagenesis of the tomato orthologs has shown
that this relationship is conserved (26–28). In
both systems, meristem growth inwusmutants
ceases during vegetative development, resulting
in a failure to develop flowers and fruits. Con-
versely, meristems of clv3 mutants become
greatly enlarged, leading tomore flowers, fruits,
and their associated organs, including seed
compartments known as locules. In a classical
suppression epistatic relationship, wus muta-
tions completely mask clv3 phenotypes (clv3
wus doublemutants are indistinguishable from
wus single mutants). Tomato also features an
additional layer of epistasis involving a paralog
of SlCLV3 (Solanum lycopersicum, denoted

by Sl) in the CLV3/EMBRYO-SURROUNDING
REGION (CLE) gene family, SlCLE9 (27). SlCLE9
is an ancient paralog, whose natural allelic state
in wild and domesticated tomatoes is a partial
loss of function (hypomorphic) resulting from
changes in both its protein sequence and cis-
regulatory control (27,29).Whereasnullmutants
of Slcle9 are indistinguishable from wild-type
(WT) plants, Slclv3 is strongly enhanced by
Slcle9, demonstrating a canonical unequal re-
dundancy (30) epistatic relationship between
these paralogs.
Although conventional protein-coding null

mutations were used to characterize these epi-
static relationships, two natural cis-regulatory
alleles of SlWUS and SlCLV3 are also known to
exhibit a strong epistatic interaction (26). In
fact, this interaction played an important role
in the expansion of fruit size through an in-
crease in locule number that occurred during
tomato domestication (26, 31). Specifically, the
ancestral state of tomato, which is maintained
in many cultivated genotypes, is to produce
fruits with two or three locules (Fig. 1A). A
quantitative trait locus (QTL) allele known as
locule number (lc) then emerged in the progen-
itor of modern tomatoes (31). This allele dis-
rupts a repressor element downstreamof SlWUS
(Slwuslc), leading to a weak gain of function
and a slight increase of ~10% in the number of
three-locule fruits (26). Subsequently, another
QTL allele, fasciated (fas), arose in the form of
an inversion that reduces the activity of the
SlCLV3 promoter (Slclv3fas) (26, 31), resulting
in twice as many locules as are found in WT
plants (SlCLV3FAS). The combination of these
cis-regulatory alleles in homozygous double-
mutant plants (Slclv3fas Slwuslc) produces an
enhanced (synergistic) epistatic effect on loc-
ule number that surpasses their combined
individual effects (Fig. 1A) (26). Thus, the
emergence of Slclv3fas in the context of the
preexisting Slwuslc background is thought to
have been a key step in the increase in fruit size
observed during tomato domestication (31).
However, additional cis-regulatory alleles of
the SlCLV3 locus exist (32, 33), and it remains
an open question whether this synergistic in-
teraction is specific to Slclv3fas or whether other
cis-regulatory alleles of this gene with varying
allelic strengths would also exhibit epistatic
enhancement with Slwuslc.

Epistasis across an allelic series
of cis-regulatory mutations

Using natural alleles to investigate the impact
of cis-regulatory allelic diversity on epistatic
interactions in any system is challenging be-
cause of their varied genetic backgrounds and
our limited understanding of their phenotypic
effects. Previously, we used CRISPR-Cas9 to en-
gineer cis-regulatory deletion mutations that
overlapped with the disrupted cis-regulatory
sequences of Slwuslc and Slclv3fas, resulting
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inmimics of their individual effects in the same
genetic background (26, 28). In the same ex-
periment, we engineered an additional 28 Slclv3
promoter alleles (Slclv3Pro), resulting in a con-
tinuumof locule-number variation ranging from
subtle increases in the proportion of three-locule
fruit to strong Slclv3 null-like effects shown
in fruits that on average contain more than
15 locules (28). Leveraging this genetic resource
and its power to quantify locule number over a
wide phenotypic range, we tested whether the
Slwuslcmimic (SlwusCR-lc) consistently enhances
the effects of Slclv3Pro cis-regulatory alleles to

the same degree as with Slclv3fas, or whether
epistatic interactions are dependent on the al-
lelic strength and/or specific identity of the
Slclv3Pro alleles.
From the pool of available Slclv3Pro alleles,

we selected 12 that represent the full spectrum
of locule-number variation, including Slclv3fas,
and demonstrated that their homozygous mu-
tant effects are reproducible across multiple
years and environments (fig. S1A and table S3).
This resource allowed us tomeasure how the
magnitude of the epistatic interaction with
SlwusCR-lc changes across this allelic series of

cis-regulatory mutants (Fig. 1C). To evaluate
the combined effects of Slclv3Pro and SlwusCR-lc

cis-regulatory alleles, we created all possible
double-mutant combinations in the same ge-
netic background as that of the single mutants
(Fig. 1B and fig. S1, A and B).We then quantified
locule numbers from all 2 × 12 = 24 geno-
types, including WT and single mutants, across
two replicated experiments (Fig. 1, B and C,
and fig. S2A).
We considered several specific hypotheses on

how the magnitude of this epistatic interac-
tion (table S2) might change as a function of

Fig. 1. A promoter allelic series of the fruit-size gene SlCLV3 reveals
idiosyncratic epistasis. (A) The SlWUS-SlCLV3 circuit and the paralog SlCLE9
control locule number. Images show fruits of WT plants (left) and of Slclv3fas

Slwuslc double mutants (right). Dashed lines and numbers indicate locules.
(B) Experimental design. (C) Heatmap of SlCLV3 promoter region encompassing
11 Slclv3 promoter (Slclv3Pro) alleles. Purple intensity in 20 base-pair (bp)
windows indicates ratios of sequence change relative to WT (light blue). Red
intensity indicates inversion. Stacked bar charts are percentage of fruits having
each locule-number range. White and gray boxes indicate WT and mutant
genotype for each gene, respectively. N/n, total replicated plants (N) and

total replicated fruits (n). (D) Epistasis models between SlwusCR-lc and the
Slclv3Pro alleles, depicted by plotting percent change of double mutants against
mean log locule numbers of Slclv3Pro mutants. The combined effect of Slwuslc

and Slclv3fas is indicated. (E) SlwusCR-lc effect on mean log locule number
(SlwusCR-lc Slclv3Pro genotypes compared with SlWUSLC Slclv3Pro genotypes),
plotted against mean log locule number of the corresponding SlWUSLC Slclv3Pro

genetic background (error bars indicate ±1 SE). Data are from two replicated
trials, except for Slclv3Pro-28 (see also fig. S2A and tables S2 and S3). Red arrows
show strongest idiosyncratic effects, including positive synergism between
Slclv3fas and Slwuslc.
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cis-regulatory allelic strength: the absence of
epistasis from SlwusCR-lc (i.e., additivity), as well
as three modes of epistasis across the Slclv3Pro

allelic series: proportional, constant, and idio-
syncratic (Fig. 1D). In proportional epistasis
(also known as the multilinear model) (34), the
SlwusCR-lc effect scales linearly with Slclv3Pro

allelic strength, whereas in constant epistasis,
the SlwusCR-lc effect is the same for eachmutant
allele. By contrast, idiosyncratic epistasis is al-
lele specific in that the SlwusCR-lc effect varies,
potentially in either positive or negative di-
rections, depending on the Slclv3Pro mutant
background (35, 36).
To test these hypotheses, we built a nested

family of models and fit them to the log-
transformed data using maximum likelihood
(supplementary materials). This analysis found
that although neither the constant nor pro-
portional epistasismodels provided a better fit
than the additive model (likelihood-ratio test,
P=0.88 andP=0.32, respectively), the additive,
constant epistasis, and proportional epistasis
models could all be rejected in favor of the
idiosyncratic epistasis model (likelihood-ratio
test,P<0.0001 against all simplermodels). Thus,
the effect of SlwusCR-lc across the Slclv3Pro allelic

series is neither constant nor a simple func-
tion of allelic strength but rather varies sub-
stantially in an allele-specificmanner (Fig. 1E).
A notable example is Slclv3Pro-22. Whereas this
single mutant displays higher locule numbers
than both the Slclv3fas and Slclv3fas SlwusCR-lc

genotypes, counter to expectations, in the back-
ground of Slclv3Pro-22, SlwusCR-lc actually de-
creases locule number, constituting a strong
negative idiosyncratic effect (Fig. 1, C to E).
Moreover, our analysis also shows that the
strong positive idiosyncratic effect from Slwuslc

on the Slclv3fas background was not observed
with any other Slclv3Pro alleles (Fig. 1E). Thus,
the combined effect on locule number from
Slclv3fas and Slwuslc played a distinct and crit-
ical role in enhancing fruit size during domes-
tication, beyond what their individual effects
could achieve.
The idiosyncratic epistasis between SlwusCR-lc

and a subset of specific Slclv3Pro alleles was sur-
prising given the continuous phenotypic var-
iation produced across the Slclv3Pro allelic
series. This raised the question of whether such
unpredictability would be recapitulated with
mutations of SlCLE9, which enhance the ef-
fects of both the Slclv3 null mutation and the

Slclv3fas cis-regulatory mutation (27). Notably,
similar to what occurs in Slclv3 null alleles,
the expression of SlCLE9 is up-regulated in
Slclv3fas mutant meristems, although to a lesser
degree (27).We confirmed this result and showed
further that, overall, across the Slclv3Pro allelic
series, SlCLE9 expression increaseswhen SlCLV3
expression decreases (fig. S3) as one moves
from low to high locule-number alleles. These
observations suggested that, unlike SlwusCR-lc,
which produced idiosyncratic epistasis when
combined with the Slclv3Pro allelic series, Slcle9
could progressively enhance locule numbers
across the allelic series, which would support
proportional epistasis (Fig. 1D).
Using the same Slclv3Pro mutants and ap-

proach aswe did for SlwusCR-lc (Fig. 2A and fig.
S1C), we unexpectedly found that for Slcle9,
all of the simpler models were again rejected
in favor of the idiosyncratic epistasis model
(likelihood-ratio test, P < 0.0001 against all sim-
pler models). However, unlike the findings
for SlwusCR-lc, in which the allele-specific effects
varied substantially between phenotypically
similar genetic backgrounds, in Slcle9, the
additive model could be rejected in favor of
both the constant and proportional epistasis

Fig. 2. The compensating paralog SlCLE9 interacts with SlCLV3 in a
sigmoidal dose-dependent epistasis relationship. (A) Stacked bar charts
show percentage of total fruits for each locule number range of Slclv3Pro

single- and Slclv3Pro Slcle9 double-mutant alleles. White and gray boxes indicate
WT and mutant genotype for each gene, respectively. N/n, total replicated
plants (N) and total replicated fruits (n). (B) Representative fruit images
and locule-number quantification (mean ±1 SD) showing the effect of Slcle9 on

locule number in WT plants and the Slclv3Pro mutants. Scale bars, 1 cm.
(C) Slcle9 effect on mean log locule number (Slcle9 Slclv3Pro double mutants
as compared with SlCLE9 Slclv3Pro single mutants), plotted against the mean
log locule number of the corresponding SlCLE9 Slclv3Pro genetic background
(error bars indicate ±1 SE). Black line indicates the maximum-likelihood fit for the
sigmoid model. Data are from three replicate trials (see also fig. S2B and
tables S2 and S3).
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models (likelihood-ratio test, P< 0.0001 for both
models), and examination of the estimated epi-
static effects between all single- and double-
mutant pairs (table S2) suggested that the
Slcle9 effect varied in a threshold-like man-
ner as a function of Slclv3Pro allelic strength.
In particular, whereas Slcle9 had only a mini-
mal effect on locule in the weaker Slclv3Pro

backgrounds (which express SlCLV3 at near-
WT levels) (fig. S3), a larger effect emerged in
the stronger, higher locule backgroundswhere
SlCLV3 is expressed at a substantially lower
level (fig. S3), including Slclv3fas and the near
null mutant Slclv328 (Fig. 2B). On the basis of
these observations, we fit an additional model
in which the Slcle9 effect increases as a sig-
moid function of the strength of the Slclv3Pro

background (Fig. 2C). Although the idiosyn-
cratic epistasis model still provided a better fit
to the data (likelihood-ratio test, P < 0.0001),
the sigmoid model provided a better fit than
either the constant or proportional epistasis
models (likelihood-ratio test, P< 0.0001 against
both simpler models). Moreover, if we con-
sider the epistatic variance in log locule number
as the fraction of the variance that is accounted
for by the idiosyncratic epistasis model but
not by the additive model, we find that the
sigmoid model captures the vast majority of
this variance (90.0%, table S2). We thus con-
clude that although there is a statistically sig-
nificant idiosyncratic component to the Slcle9
effect, the overall pattern is a dose-dependent
saturating relationship, in which the effect of
Slcle9 is negligible until a critical Slclv3Pro al-
lelic strength (critical degree of SlCLV3 dis-
ruption) is reached. Above this threshold, the
effect of Slcle9 increases and eventually reaches
an approximately constant level of enhance-
ment in stronger Slclv3Pro backgrounds.

Higher-order mutant combinations reveal
additional idiosyncrasy

Although our findings show that the effects of
Slcle9 null mutants have a sigmoid epistasis
relationship across the Slclv3Pro allelic series,
modern genotypes typically also carry Slwuslc

(31). To evaluate whether this pattern is main-
tained in the presence of SlwusCR-lc, we con-
structed and phenotyped a combinatorially
complete set of triple mutants using a subset
of five mutant Slclv3Pro alleles with a wide
range of allelic strengths (Fig. 3A, 6 × 2 × 2 =
24 total genotypes). We found previously un-
known and unpredicted epistatic interactions
in these higher-order mutants that were not
present in the double mutants. Although the
effect of Slcle9 on locule number is negligible
in WT, SlwusCR-lc, and weak Slclv3Pro mutant
backgrounds, locule number was enhanced by
Slcle9 in all triple mutants, including with the
weak Slclv3Pro-2 allele (Fig. 3A and fig. S2C),
and the Slcle9 effect broadly increased and
approached saturation at approximately the

level predicted by the sigmoid model (Fig. 3B).
Although our previous analyses showed that
SlwusCR-lc had a strong positive and negative
idiosyncratic influence on the effects of Slclv3fas

and Slclv3Pro-22, respectively (Fig. 1E), we did
not observe strong idiosyncratic epistasis with
Slcle9 and these alleles, even though SlwusCR-lc

was present in the backgrounds of the triple
mutants (Fig. 3 and table S2). By contrast, we
observed a substantial reversal of the Slcle9 ef-
fect on Slclv3Pro-11 in the presence of SlwusCR-lc,
in which locule number is actually decreased,
instead of increased, by the Slcle9 mutation
(Fig. 3B). Consistent with this idiosyncratic
effect, the constant and proportional epistasis
models were rejected in favor of the idiosyn-
cratic epistasis model (likelihood-ratio test, P <
0.0001 against both simpler models). Taken to-
gether, these findings demonstrate that the
predictability of epistatic effects and pheno-
typic outcomes in two-way interactions can be
altered in higher-order allelic combinations.

Discussion

Cryptic background mutations, which have
subtle or no effect on phenotype (37), are per-
vasive in genomes, and despite little knowl-
edge about their underlying genes, alleles, and
mechanisms, these mutations are widely rec-
ognized as critical factors that shape the evolu-
tionary trajectories of traits under both natural
and artificial selection (2, 38–40). Our obser-
vations expose the dynamic role played by epi-
stasis among the natural and cryptic alleles of
these genes during tomato domestication. The
natural hypomorphic SlCLE9 allele preexisted
as a cryptic variant in the genome of the wild
progenitor of tomato (27, 29) andwas followed
by Slwuslc, whose subtle influence on locule
number likely also persisted cryptically (31).
Consequently, the later emergence of Slclv3fas

would have immediately triggered a positive
idiosyncratic epistatic interaction with Slwuslc,
wherein these Slclv3fas mutants displayed a
marked increase in locule number that they
would not have shown in the absence of these
preceding mutations. Thus, the fortuitous
SLCLV3 cis-regulatory allele responsible for
the initial and most consequential step in en-
hancing fruit size by increasing locule number
during domestication appears to have had its
quantitative effect arise from the combination
of an unpredictable idiosyncratic interaction
with the cryptic gain-of-function Slwuslc allele
and from alleviation of dose-dependent sup-
pression by the cryptic hypomorphic SlCLE9.
The idiosyncratic epistatic effects that we

observe here are presumably driven by allele-
specific differences in the composition and
location of regulatory elements within the
SlCLV3 promoter. However, identifying the
causative regulatory elements is difficult be-
cause each mutant allele typically disrupts
dozens of transcription-factor binding sites

(28) and because the regulatory architecture
of meristem development remains incomplete-
ly understood (24). In light of the remarkable
complexity of epistatic interactions originating
from a limited number of background mu-
tations and a one-dimensional array of allelic
strength, our findings hold ramifications for
other organisms and phenotypes in both nat-
ural genetic contexts and genetic engineering.
Gene regulatory networks are the foundation
of biological systems (41, 42), and these net-
works depend on intricate signaling and feed-
back mechanisms—encompassing both positive
and negative regulation—between genes and
their protein products, often involving paral-
ogs engaged in asymmetrical redundancy rela-
tionships (3, 30, 43). Notably, the redundancy
relationship between SlCLV3 and SlCLE9 is
based on a widespread transcriptional compen-
sation mechanism (27, 29, 43, 44), suggesting
that similar saturating dose-dependent epistatic
interactions are likely to be ubiquitous. How-
ever, varying allelic states of redundant paralogs
could affect the form of dose-dependent rela-
tionships. For example, SlCLE9 orthologs differ
across Solanaceae crops, from the more potent
partner of the SlCLV3 ortholog in groundcherry
to the complete loss of this gene in eggplant
(29). These varying allelic states are important
to consider when designing editing strategies
to increase locule number. Likewise, how epi-
stasis is transformed across an allelic series
could also be influenced by environmental con-
ditions. We found that the phenotypic effects
of both coding and regulatory SlCLV3 muta-
tions are typically not substantially affected by
the environment (28), and although the pat-
terns of epistasis observed in our study might
have some dependence on environment, the
genotype-specific locule-number distributions
remained remarkably consistent across dif-
ferent field seasons and locations (fig. S2).
Applying methods similar to those used here
provides a path to determine the form of these
interactions for other organisms, traits, and
environments, which would facilitate the fine-
tuning of phenotypes in a controlled and quan-
titative manner.
It is important to acknowledge, however, that

the predictability of outcomes when engineer-
ing new alleles and allelic combinations may
be influenced by idiosyncratic interactions
with other backgroundmutations (2, 45, 46).
Indeed, our observation of a previously un-
identified idiosyncratic effect in the Slclv3Pro

Slwuslc Slcle9 triple mutants, which was not
present in the Slclv3Pro Slwuslc double mu-
tants, underscores how predictability of ef-
fects from engineered alleles may decay in
increasingly divergent genetic backgrounds.
A related issue is that natural alleles responsible
for phenotypic differences between genotypes
and species, which are being increasingly re-
vealed through pangenomics (32, 33, 47, 48),
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may be enriched for idiosyncratic effects re-
sulting from the action of natural or artificial
selection (49, 50), as seen with Slclv3fas and
Slwuslc. More broadly, the expected degree of
variability in epistatic interactions displayed
by different alleles at the same locus, how these
epistatic interactions are transformed as a func-
tion of allelic strength, and whether these pat-
terns differ between natural versus artificial
alleles and regulatory versus coding sequences
remain as open questions. Although we have
shown that our Slclv3Pro allelic series interacts
differently with Slwuslc (idiosyncratically) ver-
sus Slcle9 (a systematic, dose-dependent re-
sponse), it will be informative to investigate
whether other allelic series will exhibit con-
sistent or distinct patterns of epistatic interac-

tionwhen the same allelic series is pairedwith
different epistatic partners. Systematic map-
ping of predictable epistatic interactions, striv-
ing tominimize and perhaps leverage potential
idiosyncratic effects, represents a key challenge
in present and future endeavors to modify,
correct, and optimize traits in agriculture and
human health.
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Fig. 3. Loss of SlCLE9
imposes unpredicted
idiosyncratic effects
on Slclv3Pro SlwusCR-lc

backgrounds.
(A) Stacked bar charts
show percentage of
total fruits for each
locule-number range of
WT genotype and all
indicated single-, double-,
and triple-mutant
genotypes. White and
gray boxes indicate
WT and mutant genotype
for each gene, respec-
tively. N/n, total repli-
cated plants (N) and
total replicated fruits
(n). (B) Slcle9 effect on
the log mean locule num-
ber (Slcle9 SlwusCR-lc

Slclv3Pro triple mutants
as compared with
the SlCLE9 SlwusCR-lc

Slclv3Pro double mutants)
in the indicated SlCLE9
SlwusCR-lc Slclv3Pro

double-mutant background
(error bars indicate
±1 SE). Notice the strong
negative idiosyncratic
epistasis in the Slclv3Pro-11

SlwusCR-lc background.
The black line indicates
no effect, and the red
dashed line indicates the
saturated effect of Slcle9
on Slclv3Pro, on the
basis of our previously fit
sigmoid model (see also
Fig. 2C, fig. S2C, and
tables S2 and S3).
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Editor’s summary
Epistasis occurs when one gene or variant modifies the phenotypic effect of another, for example, when loss of an
enzyme involved in pigmentation masks another gene’s regulation of patterning. Aguirre et al. looked at a series of
cis-regulatory alleles of three genes involved in meristem development, specifically examining the effect on tomato
seed compartment number. They found that although some relationships between genes were dose dependent, many
of these interactions had unexpected effects. These results not only add to our understanding of genetic interactions
between three genes at once, but also give insight into the potentially unexpected phenotypes that can emerge from
alleles engineered for agricultural purposes. —Corinne Simonti
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